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Abstract

A stability equation relating thruster discharge current, argon propellant mass flow rate, and electrode

geometry has been solved for a variety of cylindrical self-field MPD thruster configurations and discharge

currents. Realistic values for cathode emission current densities were used to provide additional constraints

on the thruster geometries. A two-dimensional MPD code was employed to provide better estimates of the

maximum achievable specific impulse, thrust, and flow efficiency for cases of interest. The model results

indicate that long life, cylindrical self-field MPD thrusters operated with argon propellant may not be able

to provide specific impulse values in excess of 2100 s. Alternate electrode geometries, applied magnetic fields,

and/or low molecular weight propellants may be necessary to achieve higher values of specific impulse.

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear electric propulsion (NEP) has been identified as an attractive option for the low power robotic

missions and high power cargo and piloted missions envisioned by the national Space Exploration Initiative

(Stone 1992). The magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thruster is a robust electric propulsion device with the

potential to satisfy these mission requirements. In its basic form, the MPD thruster consists of a cylindrical

cathode surrounded by a concentric anode (Figure 1). An arc struck between the electrodes ionizes a gaseous
propellant, and the interaction of the arc current with the self-induced magnetic field accelerates the plasma

to produce thrust. Steady-state MPD thrusters have been operated at power levels approaching 600 kwh,

while pulsed, quasi-steady devices have been operated in the megawatt power range (Sovey and Mantenieks

1988 and Myers et al. 1991). The engine is designed to provide low, continuous thrust with specific impulse
(I,v) values of 1000 to 5000 s. The ability to scale MPD thrusters in size and power permits an evolutionary

approach toward NEP utilization, concurrent with the evolution of space nuclear power systems.

plasma

FIGURE 1. Schematic of Self-Field Magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) Thruster (from Choueiri 1991).



Although simple in design and robust in operation, MPD thruster performance is limited by low thrust

efficiency in the operating regimes of interest (Sovey and Mantenieks 1988 and Myers et al. 1991). Applied

magnetic fields (Myers et al. 1991) and flared electrodes (Tahara el al. 1987) have been shown to impact

MPD thruster efficiency and specific impulse, but for tea.sons poorly understood at present. Discharge

current is sustained by thermionic emission from the cathode, and if not properly sized the evaporation of

cathode material leads to limited thruster life (Myers et al. 1991). In addition, severe electrode erosion

has been observed at higher values of specific impulse, corresponding to the onset of voltage oscillations

and unsteady thruster operation. Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the onset of these

instabilities, including anode mass starvation (Hugel 1980), flow choking due to enhanced back-emf (Lawless

and Subramaniam 1987 and Subramaniam and Lawless 1988), and the triggering of electrothermal and

gradient driven instabilities as the plasma approaches full ionization (Preble 1990, Niewood et al. 1990,

and Wagner et al. 1990). Different operating conditions may trigger one or a combination of the proposed

mechanisms, limiting thruster performance and lifetime. On a less dramatic scale, the occurrence of plasma

microturbulence has been predicted (Choueiri 1991) and experimentally observed (Choueiri 1991 and Tilley

1991) in MPD thrusters over a range of operating conditions. The presence of microturbulence may enhance

the plasma resistivity, resulting in anomalous energy dissipation and a reduction in thruster efficiency.

Numerica ! Simulation

A 2-D code has been developed at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Lewis

Research Center to predict steady-state, self-field MPD thruster performance (LaPointe 1991 and 1992).

The numerical simulation is based upon a fully-ionized, single fluid approximation to the MHD equations,
including viscous forces, classical plasma transport coefficients, and Hall effects. Maxwell's equations and a

generalized form of Ohm's law (which neglects electron pressure gradients) are used to couple the electro-

magnetic equations to the fluid equations. A single temperature version of the model was used to predict the
thrust, plasma voltage, and flow efficiency of cylindrical and flared MPD thruster geometries assuming a fully

ionized argon propellant (LaPolnte 1991). Thrust predictions agreed with experimentally determined values,
and voltage-current predictions followed experimentally observed trends. The model does not simulate elec-

trode falls or microturbulent plasma processes, and the calculated plasma voltage drops were significantly

lower than the experimentally measured total discharge voltages.

A more recent version of the code employing separate ion and electron energy equations (LaPointe 1992)

has been used to predict the performance of a matrix of cylindrical self-field thruster geometries over a range

of operating conditions, again assuming a fully ionized argon propellant. Results of the two-temperature

simulations indicate that self-field thruster operation at high specific impulse requires short electrode lengths

for stable operation, while longer electrodes are required at low specific impulse to improve thruster flow

efficiency. The specific impulse for a self-field MPD thruster is related to y2/m, a parameter which is often

used to characterize MPD thruster performance (Myers et al. t991). High values of de/th correspond to

predominantly electromagnetic acceleration and higher values of specific impulse, while low values of Y2//n

correspond to predominantly electrothermal acceleration, and lower values of specific impulse. For reasons

not well understood at present, the numerical simulations did not converge for certain combinations of

geometry and d2/rh. Using numerical convergence as a criterion, an equation was formulated which related

the maximum stable value of J2//n to the sinmlated cylindrical thruster geometries:

(j2) 6.25× 10 _'' (L_) [ (L,_) (IOR,.-R,))]
C

where d is the discharge current (amps), m is the argon propellant mass flow rate (kg/s), and R_, L_, Rc and

L_ are the anode radius and length and cathode radius and length, respectively, measured in millimeters.

The validity of Equation 2 is limited to straight cylindrical electrodes, uniform argon propellant injection

at the backplate, Re > 5 ram, R_ >__25 mm, 5 < R,_/Rc <_ 10, L,,/R,_ < 5, and approximately equal

electrode lengths (L_ __ L_). The onset of thruster instability with increasing j2/rh has been observed
experimentally, and a comprehensive data base listing maximum j2/rh values for a variety of cylindrical

thruster geometries was compiled by Preble (1990). The maximum stable j2/rh values predicted by Equation

1 were compared to the experimentally determined values of J2/rh at onset for thruster geometries which



satisfiedtheconstraintsassociatedwithEquation1(LaPointe1992).Thepredictedonsetvalueswerewithin
20%oftheexperimentallydeterminedvalues,indicatingthatEquation1couldbeusedtoestimatemaximum
stableJ_/th values for cylindrical, self-field thruster geometries subject to the constraints outlined above.

A constraint not previously considered in MPD thruster modeling is the minimum cathode surface area

required to support the thruster discharge current via thermionic emission. To sustain cathode integrity
over the thousands of hours required for typical low thrust mission profiles, the cathode temperature should

be limited to values below approximately 1470 K (Schroff et al. 1981 and Gilland et al. 1990). The
corresponding current densities for impregnated tungsten rod cathodes lies between 10 - 20 A/cm 2, the

latter value used by Myers ef al. (1992) in designing a rod cathode for megawatt MPD thruster applications.

For a given discharge current, and assuming uniform thermionic emission from the surface, the minimum

required cathode surface area is simply the discharge current divided by the emission current density. For

a given cathode radius, the minimum surface area requirement determines a minimum cathode length for
use in the numerical simulations. The constraints on cathode surface area, combined with the geometric

constraints associated with Equation 1, provide a method to determine the maximum j2/m value consistent

with long-life, cylindrical self-field thruster operation.

The maximum J_/rh values predicted by Equation 1 are associated with thruster regimes in which elec-

tromagnetic body forces provide a substantial fraction of the plasma acceleration, and to a fair approximation

the following simple relation may be used to estimate the thruster specific impulse (Jahn 1968):

--m s (2)

where G is the acceleration due to gravity (9.8 m/Q) and /.to is the permeability of free space (4r x 10-7).

Although the specific impulse will be somewhat higher when thermal acceleration processes are included,

the trends in specific impulse obtained by Equation 2 can be used to determine the cylindrical thruster

geometries which produce the maximum achievable I, v values for a given discharge current. Once the

geometries are identified, a more detailed simulation may be performed using the MHD codes discussed

earlier. A simple numerical scheme was thus written to evaluate the maximum J2/rh and associated specific

impulse values over a range of discharge currents and cylindrical thruster geometries consistent with cathode

current density limitations and the geometric constraints associated with Equation 1. The results of this

analysis are presented in the section below.

RESULTS

To remain within the constraints imposed by Equation 1, the assumed cathode radii considered in this
study were limited to values between 5 mm and 25 ram. The cathode radius in combination with the assumed

cathode emission current density and given discharge current provide a minimum required cathode length for

each case. Preble (1990) showed that equal electrode lengths offered the greatest self-field thruster stability,

hence the anode length was set equal to the cathode length in this analysis. Consistent with the constraints

on Equation 1, the anode radius was limited to values between 5 and 10 times the cathode radius, and the

electrode lengths were limited to values less than 5 times the anode radius.

A simple numerical scheme was developed to evaluate the critical J2/r_ and specific impulse values for

various emission current densities and total discharge currents, subject to the above geometric constraints.

For each emission current density, the minimum cathode surface area required to support a given thruster

discharge current was determined. Given a cathode radius, the cathode surface area determined the necessary

cathode length and, by default, the anode length of the thruster. The anode radius was then varied from 5

times the cathode radius to 10 times the cathode radius, with the constraint that the ratio of anode length to

anode radius was less than 5; if this constraint was not satisfied, the geometry was not evaluated. The cathode
radius was varied between 5 mm and 25 mm, the cathode emission current density was varied between 10

and 40 A/cm _, and the total discharge current was varied from 250 A to 10,000 A. The variations in cathode

and anode radii and corresponding variations in eIectrode lengths provided a matrix of long-life thruster

geometries for each combination of cathode emission current density and discharge current. The maximum

stable Y2/th and specific impulse values were calculated using Equations 1 and 2 for each combination



of emissioncurrent density, discharge current, and thruster geometry. The geometry which provided the

maximum value of specific impulse for a given emission current density and total discharge current was

identified, and the results are listed in Tables 1 through 3 below. It should be noted that the maximum

achievable value of specific impulse did not necessarily coincide with the maximum stable value of d2/rh,

due to the geometric coeffÉcient in Equation 2.

Table 1 displays the optimum thruster geometry, critical J_/rh value, and maximum achievable I, v for

a range of discharge currents assuming a cathode emission current density of 10 A/cm u, and Table 2 lists
similar parameters for a cathode emission current density of 20 A/cm 2. It may be possible to increase the

emission current density by grooving or texturing the cathode surface, thus providing a higher surface area

for thermionic emission (Gilland e_ al. 1990 and Myers eI al. 1991). The effect of increasing the cathode
emission current density to 40 A/cm 2 is shown in Table 3. It should be remarked that although hollow

cathodes have shown the potential for sustained MPD thruster operation (Mantenieks and Myers 1992),

they are not currently incorporated into MPD thruster simulations due to the added complexity of modeling

the hollow cathode discharge physics (Salhi and Turchi 1992), and are not considered in this study.

TABLE 1. Optimum Geometries, Critical JZ/rh, and Maximum I, v

Values for Various Thruster Discharge Currents. Cathode

Emission Current Density = 10 A/cm 2.

I bJ Rc no La ( (Ar)°
(A) (mm) (ram) (ram) (A=-slkg) (s) (kg/s)

250 5 35 80 6.41xi0m 1272 l.OxlO-s

500 i0 50 80 7.13xi0m 1171 3.5xI0 -6

750 15 75 80 6.64xi0m 1091 8.5xI0 -6

I000 15 75 106 6.49xi0I° 1066 1.54xI0-_

1500 15 75 160 6.20xI0m i018 3.63)<lO-5

2000 20 i00 160 6.07×10I° 906 6.59×10 -5

2500 20 i00 200 5.94xI0I° 976 1.05×10-4

5000 25 125 318 5.61xi0I° 922 4.46×10 -4

7500 25 125 477 5.30×10I° 870 1.06×10-3

10000 25 150 637 4.19x101° 766 2.39x 10 -a

a Critical J_/r:n corresponding to maximum I,p.

b Maximum value of I,p based on Equation (2).

c Argon propellant, fully ionized.

Based on the critical J2/rh value and the discharge current, a minimum propellant mass flow rate for

stable operation can be determined, and has been included in the tables. Because the stability relation

(Equation 1) was derived under the approximation of fully ionized argon mass flow, there is some concern
that the relation breaks down at the lower discharge currents listed in the tables. However, the low mass

flow rates associated with these operating conditions ensures that the propellant is sufficiently ionized even

at these low discharge currents for the full-ionization approximation to remain valid (Randolph et al. 1992).



TABLE2. OptimumGeometries,CriticalJ2/Fn, and Maximum/,v
Values for Various Thruster Discharge Currents. Cathode

Emission Current Density = 20 A/cm 2.

-2 • a b •
a Re R_ L¢, L,_ (a /m)c , (I,r)c, m (Ar) c

(A) (ram) (ram) (ram) (A2-s/kg) (s) (kg/s)

250 5 30 40 8.b9xlO I° 1571 7.30×10 -_

500 5 35 80 6.41x I0t° 1272 3.90x 10-6

750 lO 50 60 7.38xi0 I° 1212 7.62x lO-6

i000 lO 50 80 7.13xlO I° I171 1.40xlO -s

1500 15 75 80 6.64xi0 I° 1091 3.39xi0 -s

2000 15 75 106 6.49x I0I° 1066 6.16xi0 -s

2500 15 75 133 6.35xi0 I° i042 9.84x I0-s

5000 20 105 199 5.94x10 I° 976 4.21x10 -4

7500 25 125 239 5.77x 101° 948 9.75x 10 -4

10,000 25 125 318 5.61x101° 922 1.78x10 -4

Critical j2/m corresponding to maximum I_v.

b Maximum value of/',p based on Equation (2).

c Argon propellant, fully ionized.

TABLE 3. Optimum Geometries, Critical J2/r:n, and Maximum I,p
Values for Various Thruster Discharge Currents. Cathode

Emission Current Density = 40 A/cm 2.

 (Ar) c
(A) (ram) (ram) (ram) (A=-s/kg) (s) (kg/s)

250 5 30 20 9.42xi0 i° 1722 6.60x i0-v

500 5 30 40 8.59xi0 l° 1571 2.91xi0 -6

750 5 30 60 7.76xI0 _° 1420 7.25x i0-G

i000 5 35 86 6.41xi0 I° 1272 1.56xi0-5

1500 lO 50 60 7.38xi0 I° 1212 3.05x I0-5

2000 10 50 80 7.13xI0 m I171 5.61xlO -5

2500 i0 50 i00 6.88xi0 I° I130 9.08x i0-5

5000 15 75 133 6.35x 10I° I042 3.94x 10-4

7500 20 lO0 150 6.10xlO I° I001 9.22xi0 -4

i0,000 20 I00 200 5.94x 101° 976 1.68x 10-4

" Critical d_/th corresponding to maximum l,p.

b Maximum value of/_I, based on Equation (2).

_-Argon propellant, fully ionized.



Althoughthespecificimpulsevaluesdonotincludeathermalaccelerationcomponent,theI,pvalueslisted
in Table1 indicatethat, forcathodecurrentdensitiesof.10A/cm2, tile cylindrical self-field MPD thruster

with argon propellant is probably not capable of delivering specific impulse values greatly in excess of 1300 s.

Of particular interest, the calculated maximum specific impulse decreases with increasing discharge current,
due to the effects of the increasing electrode dimensions on the critical J2/rh value required for thruster

stability, and the logarithmic effect of the electrode radii in the expression for specific impulse. This trend

is repeated in Table 2, which indicates that a maximum specific impulse of roughly 1600 s may be achieved

with 20 A/cm 2 cathode current densities, and in Table 3, which yields the highest estimated I0p of around
720 s fo, a cathode currentdensityof40 A/cm _.

The decrease in achievable specific impulse associated with the increase in electrode dimensions is consis-

tent with the results of previous numerical simulations (LaPointe 1992), which predicted that higher specific

impulse values could be achieved by thrusters with smaller ratios of R,_/Rc and shorter electrode lengths.

The geometries listed in Tables 1 - 3 are the optimum cylindrical self-field thruster geometries which pro-

vide the highest specific impulse at the given discharge current, consistent with the constraints on cathode

emission current density. To obtain the lower emission current densities associated with long thruster life

requires larger cathodes to sustain higher discharge currents, but the larger electrode geometries reduce the

stable operating regime (Equation 1) and consequently reduce the achievable specific impulse. Although
not addressed in this study, uniform thermionic emission from the cathode surface is unlikely to occur in

actual thruster operation. Non-uniform emission may require the use of even larger cathode surface areas

to sustain the discharge current and to satisfy the requirements of long-life cathode operation, leading to a

further reduction in the achievable specific impulse.

Figure 2 displays the calculated maximum achievable specific impulse as a function of discharge current
for the three uniform cathode emission current densities considered in this study. Each of the calculated

specific impulse values plotted in the figure corresponds to the model geometry which provided the maximum

I,_, at each current level, as listed in Tables I through 3. The achievable specific impulse falls fairly rapidly
with increasing discharge current, then levels off at discharge currents above 5000 A to approximately 900,

1000, and 1100 s for cathode emission current densities of 10, 20 and 40 A/cm 2, respectively.
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FIGURE 2. Maximum Achievable Specific Impulse, Calculated Using Equation (2).



As noted, the values of achievable specific impulse calculated using Equation 2 do not include contribu-

tions due to thermal acceleration, hence a two-temperatur.e MPD model was employed to better estimate

thruster performance. The numerical simulations were limited to cases with cathode current densities of 20

A/cm 2 and 40 A/cm 2, due to their higher calculated specific impulse values. Electrode geometries, discharge

currents, and propellant mass flow rates were obtained from Tables 2 and 3. Electrode temperatures in the

model were set uniformly to 500 K at the anode surface and 1500 K at the cathode surface. Additional

information on the MHD equations and the solution technique are discussed by LaPointe (1991 and 1992).

Results of the MPD thruster simulations for discharge currents of 250,500, 1000, 2500, and 5000 A are shown

in Figures 3 through 6. Figure 3 displays the predicted specific impulse as a function of discharge current for
the two cathode current densities. As expected, the trend toward decreasing specific impulse with increasing

discharge current is reproduced. The values of specific impulse predicted by the MPD model are typically
20-30% higher than the values calculated using Equation 2, indicating a fairly modest thermal component to

the plasma acceleration. The highest specific impulse achieved for a uniform cathode emission current of 20

A/cm 2 was approximately 1930 s at a discharge current of 250 A. The maximum achievable specific impulse

for this case rapidly decreases with increasing discharge current, and levels off at approximately 1350 s for

discharge currents between 1000 and 2500 A. As the discharge current is increased to 5000 A, the maximum

achievable I,p drops to approximately 1220 s. Increasing the cathode emission current density to 40 A/cm:

raises the maximum achievable I, I, to 2080 s, which again occurs for a discharge current of 250 A. Increasing

the discharge current decreases the maximumachievable I_p for stable thruster operation to approximately

1300 s at 2500 A, after which the achievable I,p remains around 1250 s for higher discharge currents. It
should be kept in mind that each of the maximum achievable Iap values at each current level are generally

associated with different thruster geometries, as noted in the tables.
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Figure4 shows the thrust as a function of discharge current and cathode emission current density, as

predicted by the two-temperature MPD thruster simulatign. The thrust is similar for the 20 A/cm _ and 40

A/cm 2 cathode emission current densities over the range of thruster discharge currents considered. This is

not surprising, because at the high J_/rh parameters associated with the maximum I,p values, the thrust is

primarily due to electromagnetic body forces (Jahn 1968):

T(N) -: _ In (3)

The thrust is thus proportional to the square of the discharge current, multiplied by a geometric factor.

Tables 2 and 3 show that the ratios of Ra/R._ at each discharge current are similar, hence the thrust at each

discharge current will also be similar. Additional variations in the total thrust at each discharge current are

produced by the addition of thermal acceleration processes to the electromagnetic thrust, although these

contributions are modest for the cases considered (< 25% of the total thrust). Viscous forces, although

included in the simulations, were negligible for the cases considered.
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FIGURE 4. Predicted Thrust Associated with Maximum Specific Impulse Values.

Figure 5 shows the calculated plasma fall voltage as a function of discharge current, obtained by inte-

grating the calculated electric field between the electrodes. The MPD simulation does not include electrode

effects, hence an estimate of the total discharge voltage cannot be obtained. The voltage trends correspond-

ing to the two cathode emission current densities are similar, showing a nearly linear increase in plasma

potential with increasing discharge current. The plasma potential can be used to estimate the power de-
posited into the plasma, which can then be compared with the thrust power to determine the thruster flow

efficiency ,71:

T _ T 2

0J = 2mP_ = 2--_J (4)



whereT denotes thrust, Pr is the power deposited into the plasma, VI, is the plasma fall voltage, and J
is the discharge current. The total thruster efficiency will.be significantly less than the calculated thruster

flow efficiency, primarily because of power lost to the thruster electrodes (Myers et al. 1991). Nevertheless,
the trends in flow efficiency serve to identify regimes of potentially more efficient thruster operation. The

flow efficiency as a function of discharge current is plotted in Figure 6 for the cases under investigation. The

lowest flow efticiencies occur at the lower discharge currents, which is unfortunate since operation at the
lower discharge currents produce the highest calculated values of specific impulse. The lower flow efficieneies

result from the shorter electrode lengths associated with the lower discharge currents, and are consistent

with previous numerical results (LaPointe 1992). The flow efficiencies generally increase with incceasing

discharge current, due to an increase in the electrode lengths required to sustain the higher current levels.

Thus, while the thrustergeometriesassociatedwith the lowerthrusterdischargecurrentsproduce the highest

achievablevaluesofspecificimpulse,they are saddled with flowemciencies which may render them too low

to be competitive.
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CONCLUSIOiNS

A stability equation relating thruster discharge current, propellant mass flow rate, and electrode geometry

has been solved for a variety of cylindrical self-field MPD thruster configurations. A range of uniform cathode

emission current densities have been used to provide additional constraints on the thruster geometries. From

the stability relation, maximum values of thruster specific impulse and the associated electrode geometries

have been determined for several thruster discharge currents. A two-dimensional MPD code was then used

to provide better estimates of the specific impulse, thrust, and flow efficiency for cases of interest. Results

indicate that cylindrical self-field MPD thrusters operated with argon propellant may not be ablc to provide

specific impulse values in excess of 2100 s. The high specific impulse values are associated with lower values

of the thruster flow efficiency, caused by short electrode lengths. Lengthening tile electrodes improves the

flow efficiency but reduces tile maximum achievable specific impulse. Based on these results, it appears

unlikely that cylindrical, self-field MPD thrusters operated with argon propellant will provide the necessary
combination of specific impulse, efficiency, and lifetime required for missions of interest. Attention should

be focused on the use of low molecular weight propellants, alternate electrode geometries, and/or applied

magnetic fields to make the MPD thruster a more viable propulsion source for high specific impulse missions.
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